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Stephanie Sheetz
From:

Stephanie Sheetz [ssheetz@theconservationfoundation.org]

Sent:

Friday, September 19, 2008 2:23 PM

Subject:

Draft plan now on-line

Attachments: Overview2.pdf
Sorry – This message went out a little early. Now everything is posted & here’s the attachment.
Hi all –
Thanks for your help on the Aux Sable Creek Watershed Plan update. The draft plan is now available on the Aux
Sable Creek Watershed website! I have split it up by chapters, so that the file is smaller and interested readers
may easily & quickly access the areas they would like to read. Because the plan has a technical format (which
seems to be the area the committee struggles with most), I wrote an Overview that summarizes the information
presented in each chapter. It is meant to be a basic and quick read with some of the major highlights of the Plan.
I have attached it for you. The thought is to create a nice Executive Summary once the Plan is final (it would be
the primary hand out piece, just as the poster was the handout piece used the most with the first plan).
I’m waiting to hear about the public information meetings the IEPA will hold & whether the Advisory Committee
will be allowed/encouraged to attend both the one for elected officials and the one for the public. Let’s still plan on
a 10-min review after that meeting, as we discussed on Sept. 4.
Finally, as we discussed on Sept. 4, the Committee is interested in meeting once the public information meeting is
held & any final updates are made. I’m thinking that may be in November or December. Please reserve the first
Thursday from 4:30-6 p.m. & I’ll confirm the date as soon as possible.
Thanks,
Stephanie
PS – A brief article will be published in the Kendall County Record on September 25th that will encourage people
interested in reading the plan to either visit the website, government office (planning department), SWCD, or their
local library (Yorkville & Oswego have agreed to hold it, I’m checking with Minooka). If representatives from those
agencies could have a printed version available for interested viewers, that would be very helpful. Thanks.
Stephanie Houk Sheetz, AICP
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